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Preface

This book represents the work of LEMEL-DIREPA, a European research
network on media representations of Europe’s troubled past. The book
chapters are authored by eight researchers who are particularly interested
in the construction of Europe. Thanks to their varied disciplinary backgrounds, they offer a transdisciplinary perspective for the study of
European matters which combines social sciences and the humanities.
Everything started with the LEMEL (L’Europe dans les médias en ligne
[Europe in Online media]) network (https://lemel.hypotheses.org/) that
was launched in 2014 by CY Cergy Paris Université (formerly University
of Cergy-Pontoise). From 2014 to 2017, the LEMEL project comparatively analysed the framing and representations of Europe and European
controversies in online European media. The objective was to identify
different patterns of storytelling about Europe, the EU/European
identity(ies) that were being promoted, and European political values. All
researchers collected data in a similar manner during the same time
period, and each national corpus was analysed with the goal of identifying transnational themes. Results were discussed at various workshops
and at the 2016 international conference “Médias en ligne, acteurs européens et discours/Online Media, European Actors and Discourse” at CY
Cergy Paris Université, which resulted in the publication of a collective
volume, L’Europe dans les médias en ligne (Radut-Gaghi et al. 2017). This
conference also attracted a few new members to the research network.
v
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Based on the completed project, the network members designed a subsequent and wider project called DIREPA-Europe, Discours, représentations, passé de l’Europe/Discourse, Representations, Past of Europe (https://
lemel.hypotheses.org/direpa), in 2017. The team took up a new name,
LEMEL-DIREPA, and now counts the Europa-Universität Flensburg
(Germany), the CY Cergy Paris Université (France), and the National
School of Political and Administrative Studies of Bucharest (Romania) as
its partners. DIREPA-Europe investigates how online news media represent the troubled past of Europe as these representations take part in
memory construction and thus in how readers see and envisage the construction of Europe. The first topic chosen for study is the Centenary of
WWI and the 2018 commemorations. Members of the team discussed
their respective methodological approaches and shared their preliminary
results during three workshops. The first was held at Europa-Universität
Flensburg (Germany) in 2017, the second at the CY Cergy Paris
Université (France) in 2018, and the third at the National School of
Political and Administrative Studies of Bucharest (Romania) in 2019.
MA and PhD students were invited to participate. Furthermore, two
panels were organized to present results to a larger audience: “Mainstream
Online Media Dealing with Europe’s Historicity” at the 24th Council for
European Studies Conference Sustainability and Transformation
(University of Glasgow, 12–14 July 2017), and “Usages des références
historique dans le discours journalistique européen/Use of Historical
References in European News Media Discourse” at the International
Congress DNC3-ALED Knowledge and Power in a Polycentric World:
Discourses Across Languages, Cultures and Spaces (CY Cergy Paris
Université, 11–14 September 2019). With the participation of its new
members, the team was able to publish another book, Die Darstellung der
konfliktreichen Vergangenheit Europas in Online-Medien (Wagner and
Aleshina 2019) about the importance of the representation of the
European conflictual past in online media for the construction of present-
day Europe.
Then, the COVID-19 pandemic came and the LEMEL-DIREPA
team could not meet face-to-face at its planned 2020 Summer School at
the Europa-Universität Flensburg. However, through regular online
meetings we continued to share our mutual interest in the investigation
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of Europe, be it through the question of belonging in terms of collective
memory or the questions of transnationalization and Europeanization.
The present book in which eight of us have participated is a product of
these meetings and represents the first results of the DIREPA-Europe
project.
This book is not composed of independent studies linked to a common theme; it is the research outcome of a team. Each study originates
from the same project and presents a comparison between various
European national news media. Furthermore, not being a monograph,
the book does not present the homogeneous perspective of a single author
but reflects our diversity in terms of disciplinary and national backgrounds. Nevertheless, to facilitate communication within the team we
had to choose a common working language: French (mainly). This
explains why French media are analysed in several of the chapters.
We would like to express our acknowledgements to the institutions
that funded our research: the Franco-German University (UFA/DFH),
the German Federal Foreign Office (Auswärtiges Amt), the Institute of
Advanced Studies of CY Cergy Paris Université, the CY Foundation of
CY Cergy Paris Université, the research centre Lexiques, Textes, Discours
et Dictionnaires (LT2D EA 7518), the National School of Political and
Administrative Studies (SNSPA), Bucharest, and the Romanian Ministry
of Education, Culture and Research. We also deeply thank our LEMEL
network colleagues and the graduate students who were involved in data
gathering, database design, and corpus annotation: Mouloud Allek,
Isabelle Chaplot, Zakarya Després, Katarzyna Gajlewicz-Korab, Anna
Grutza, Clémentine Leroy, Alexandre Morjon, Denisa-Adriana Oprea,
and Joanna Szylko.
Paris, France
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Praise for Media Discourse of Commemoration
“The central question raised here could not be more relevant, given the present
tensions within the European Union. The readers will be fascinated to see how
the construction of WWI memory in a sample of countries speaks both to an
Europeanisation and a nationalisation trend, thus mirroring the complex cultural dynamics at work at the EU scale.”
—Gérard Bouchard, Université du Québec à Chicoutimi, Canada
“A powerful and diverse range of interdisciplinary scholarship that offers an up-
to-date appreciation of how 21st century media events and representations produce a culture of First World War memory across Europe. Each chapter explores
the memorialising, inscribing, performing and shaping of how we are meant to
remember this war through contemporary media. It shows clearly how media
discourses turn past stories into influence and action—ensuring that audiences
as well as those in power align themselves (through images and text) to the key
narratives. This book is a must read for students and researchers of media and
communication studies, memory studies, history and war studies.”
—Joanne Garde-Hansen, Professor of Culture, Media and Communication,
University of Warwick, UK
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